A new oil-gap method for internal perfusion and voltage clamp of single cardiac cells.
(1.) We designed a new technique to achieve fast voltage clamp, combined with internal perfusion. The single guinea-pig cardiac cell, dissociated by collagenase treatment, was stretched across an oil-gap (30-40 micron wide) from a pool of Tyrode solution to a pool of internal solution. Part of the cell membrane was disrupted in the internal solution by crushing on the cell, a tapered tip of a glass capillary. Through the open end, the intracellular medium was equilibrated with test solutions and electrical current was injected for the voltage clamp of the membrane in the Tyrode pool. (2.) The capacitive transient on stepping the membrane potential decayed with a time constant of 10-60 microseconds, depending on the capacitive area (20-80 pF). The time course was a single exponential in 46% of the atrial cells and in 66% of the ventricular cells. In these tissues the series resistance, approximated by a ratio of the time constant and Cm, was 686 +/- 180 k omega (n = 37) in the ventricular cells or 812 +/- 143 k omega (n = 18) in the atrial cells. The stable seal resistance (Rseal) established in the oil-gap was around 33 M omega in the ventricular cells and 100 M omega in the atrial cells. (3.) A rapid increase in the inward current followed by a slow decay was observed on repolarization over the range negative to the potassium equilibrium potential. From the inward rectification of both peak and late currents and suppressive effects of Cs+ on the current, the current changes were attributed to activation and inactivation of the inward rectifier K channel.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)